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Rebuilding the Los Angeles Times for the 21st Century

Proposal Overview
Objective
Struck by the same swift hand as most of America’s daily newspapers, the Los Angeles Times is fighting for survival in a changing
environment of intense competition brought by the internet and a contracting advertising market quickened by the financial
collapse. The Los Angeles Times serves as a valuable member of the Fourth Estate and losing it is not an option for the more than
15 million residents of the LA metro area. Despite the bleak outlook for newspapers, news is thriving. If the LA Times acts now, it
can reinvent what a newspaper is and how the industry functions. This plan will set a path forward.

Goals
Without a doubt, profitability is the requirement for free enterprise to continue. This is as true for the Times as for any company.
But we must remember that seeking profit for profit’s sake is a doomed venture. Profitability must come to life through high quality
products that the Times creates and its readers value. And moving forward, these products are online. Printed newspapers will
soon be a thing of the past. We must take the parts that were valuable to us as a culture and add them to the benefits of online
news distribution. First and foremost, Los Angeles needs the Times to be a resource again.

Solution
The first step is to understand what the changes in the digital market means for newspapers and for their business models. The
path has been unkind to newspapers but we have to learn why before we can build profitability into products, and attract readers
and partners. With this insight we must address two tasks:
1. Make a better product. The first phase is to create new design and journalistic standards for the LA Times to match the needs
of online readers. It must improve their experience in accessing and using news, journalism and opinion content. No attempt at
revenue generation will be effective until the public sees that the Times makes their lives better.
2. Make journalism better. The second phase is to lead the industry to update its accepted methods, roles, pay structures,
business models and ethical standards. Digital media has rocked the news industry so fundamentally that we now need the
deep traditions and ethics of the press to provide direction, insight and context as new norms are being created for an online
news marketplace. Now is the moment for the Times to redefine its practices for itself and the industry.
By understanding the nature of the digital marketplace then creating a better product and updating journalistic standards for the
new medium, the Los Angeles Times can serve its vital role for Southern California and the world.
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State of the digital world
Of competitors and readers
The modern news marketplace provides zero friction to the reader in switching from one news source to another. In the physical
world, the Times was the most broadly available newspaper in the LA metro area. At most, readers could switch to the New York
Times or Wall Street Journal. Even less possible was the ability to follow a particular journalist, opinion writer or subject-specific
reporting from anything smaller than these top national papers.
The internet has fundamentally shifted this landscape. The LA Times is now in competition with every news organization, journalist,
and (increasingly) unpaid enthusiast around the globe. Now a news organization has to be either first in breaking a story or have
the best reporting and analysis of that story to gain any awareness from the work. Since most organizations’ online revenue is tied
to visitors, page views and ad sales, this has become a cut-throat environment. Driving traffic has become the sole goal. Breaking
headlines come in unending succession, non-stories are inflated to major issues, readers become frazzled and overwhelmed.
So what can be done? A decision has to be made not to play this game. It is zero-sum. Providing a news ‘fix’ to increasingly
strung-out readers does not make them more able to hold officials and business accountable or increase their insight into the
complexity of world affairs or help them understand which policies will improve their quality of life.
But this is easier said than done. Turning away from the incessant cycle of headline news also means turning away from page
views and their associated advertising revenue. First we must determine which practices would really benefit LA readers. Around
these benefits we must craft the new LA Times and the revenue models to sustain it.

The perceived value of media
All around us, media companies are battling the new forces of digital distribution in an attempt to maintain successful business
models. To protect these models, business have turned to digital rights management, lawsuits, and publicly accusing copyright
infringers with theft and piracy. None of these efforts have been able to put the genie back in the bottle. Are we really just
freeloaders after all?
Not at all. It seems that the business models of the past worked quite effectively but maybe not for the reasons most believe they
did. People may not actually see much inherent value in a single song, movie or article. After all, the supply is huge and more are
made every day. You will never be able to take it all in. What people do attach value to are tangible goods.
Newspaper customers were never paying for the news. They were paying for the paper.
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The newspaper industry was built upon getting the news to the reader in a convenient physical form. The news itself is an
ephemeral item that has little exchangeable value when disaggregated from the physical paper. Try asking someone if they’ve
“heard the news?” then charge a quarter to tell them and see how far you get.

The situation is true across all media which can be stored and transmitted digitally. I believe you can plot the types of digital media
along a spectrum related to how the average customer views the permanence of the item. This also reflects the natural price
points people are willing to pay for each item. When these products were sold on physical media (mainly in print and on disc) the
bulk of customers’ perceived value was in that physical good which was designed, produced and delivered to them.
Customers still see value in these types of content but when unlinked from a physical product, the human perception of that value
is massively decreased. There is just something less valuable about a virtual good that can be copied perfectly forever. Will our
perception change over time? Possibly - we are only ten to fifteen years into the digital marketplace for media. But I would not
build a business model around that hope.
If I were an economist, I would probably say to look at it is as a
massive increase in the supply (i.e. you will never run out of copies
which can be made and delivered for a price near zero). This
supply increase pushes the intersection with demand so far out
that the price is driven down to unsustainable levels. As I see
them, economists put math to human behavior so I don’t think
there is any conflict between looking at it as a change in supply
negatively affecting price or seeing it is as our perception of value
for digital media. Both are attempts to explain why people feel less
willing to pay much money for goods sold as bits over wires.
Either way, if you operate from the viewpoint that customers will only pay at sufficient levels for products that cannot be duplicated
ad nauseum for pennies or less, then you start to view your digital content as branding and marketing for those things which are
tangible, lasting or exclusive. This is certainly not an easy change. Some industries may end up far less profitable than they once
were. The software industry will most likely weather this the best because software has always been a somewhat intangible good.
But one that lasts and is interacted with directly and repeatedly. The music business, in contrast, must come to terms with the fact
that music (ephemeral) will be given away freely to generate fans for concerts (tangible). Does that change the music industry into
the concert industry? That is one way to look at it. In that case, what is the news industry if the news is merely marketing for
tangible goods? More detail will be given to business models below but it is possible that we will see the news industry become a
modern business insight industry that tracks its tremendous amount of content and reader data to spot and analyze trends or
maybe a publisher that prints books of photos and articles that capture the spirit of the times in tangible form for people to hold on
to. You must keep in mind that even now, the bulk of the revenue to news organizations is not from the readers themselves but
from advertisers - in that sense newspapers have always sold audience to advertisers. The news was a loss-leader to gain
audience. We have to start thinking about these tangential business models again.
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The original sin of free digital news
While the “Original Sin” of offering newspaper content online for free has been much reported on, it is my opinion that this was not
a choice that could have been made any other way. The advent of the Internet simply brought the economic forces of global
competition to regional newspapers. These papers previously had, more or less, a limited amount of competition with other local
media - primarily short-form content from TV news. The competition has become worldwide and near-infinite. That competition
had two effects. It drove down the value of news from any particular source and it opened up a tremendous amount of ad
impressions which drove down the price of advertisements. There was nothing the newspapers could have done.

Journalism is changing for the new medium
As a paper of its size, the Times has a fair amount of clout in the discussion of journalism’s evolution. It needs to start leading the
modernization of news publishing practices in the internet age. These practices will differ from what they have traditionally been
since many of the limits imposed by the old medium are often no longer relevant in the new medium.
1. Reporting versus journalism. In the digital age, simply reporting the facts is a low value product. Who, what, when, where, why
and how. Unless this reporting falls within your specific area of focus, let someone else do it. Journalists need to take this
reporting and add value to it through fact checking, pointing out the discrepancies, showing us why this news matters and
connecting the dots to other stories to reveal the truth behind the news. Craft a larger story with greater insight. This provides a
much more valuable service to the public than just the five Ws.
2. Deep content. Prior to the internet, regional newspaper publishers had a competitive advantage due to the expense of the
presses themselves. Few competitors could step in to go after a particular demographic segment. Instead, papers found the
broadest common denominator of content that generally fit the diverse interests of the town or region it serviced. It was an inch
deep but a mile wide. Sports fans may have wanted deeper content but their need was balanced with those interested in
politics or culture. Most readers were satisfied enough and there were few alternatives. It was a broadcast model.
Now the reporting is a mile deep and wide. But the average person can’t take all that in. It will become increasingly valuable to
filter for the reader the top reporting and insight available. Personally, I can’t follow a breaking political story without turning to
Nate Silver for a ‘by the numbers’ perspective nor make sense of financial bailout news without Paul Krugman. They bring a
depth of insight to the news because they are experts in their fields. How can the average reporter top that? It makes far more
sense to link to the work of other journalists to fill in your weak spots and provide the reader with the best content available.
3. Modernize standards. Recent debate has sprung up over how content should be quoted and linked to in the digital world. The
traditional news organizations need to play their role in helping us understand how these the standards have evolved and make
sure we bring them carefully into the digital age. How much copying should be allowed in an article on another site? How is this
affected when the source material was short like a blog post? What if they link back to you to promote your site? How should
they do that so to give proper reference to the original author and publisher? We need to create new practices to solve these
problems and streamline the production and execution of reporting online.

Online advertising is largely ineffective
Banner ads produce low metrics because people don’t do something simply because a little blinking box tells them to. Advertisers
want a simple system to measure effectiveness. Unfortunately that is not going to happen. Pay per click, cost per action and the
like are not going to work long-term. It involves an assumption that you can override the readers immediate concern with your
product offering. What needs to be done is create a favorable impression of the brand or product. Banner advertising needs to be
less distracting, less frequent and less concerned with a user action. The goal is to give the reader an affinity for your brand and let
them know about your product so they keep it in mind if the time comes to buy. That’s all you can ask for.
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Make a better product
Design and content are intertwined
To be frank, the design of the LA Times website is poor.
The images are miniscule. The headlines are negligible. Clutter and disorganization abound.
Design is often thought of as the polish you put on as a last step in creating a product or service. This is patently false. Design is
an equal partner throughout the process of creating any offering. News content is no different. Design is not only ‘how it looks’ but
also ‘how it works’. A properly designed news site does more than just put stories in front of the reader. It provides context, it sorts
and organizes, it makes the complex clear, it summarizes, it provides impact. It solves a problem. These are all design challenges
and they are all missing from the LA Times’ offerings. To make a website work, you must refine the design and interface until it
works effectively. Until it solves the problems that news readers face: too much news, too little time, attention stretched thin.
This last point deserves repeating. The modern world has created an avalanche of real-time media and communication. Staying
up to date on the important issues of the day has become a full time job. Keeping in touch and responding to messages through
email, Facebook, Twitter, text messages and voicemail taxes the ability to focus. Into this world wades the Los Angeles Times with
a mission to keep Angelenos informed citizens, capable of holding their leaders accountable, getting the most out of their city and
improving their lives. The LA Times needs to build an online paper that delivers this to its readers.
Solving these problems requires design and content to work together. But how do we meet the needs of overwhelmed readers
while achieving our goal to help them become happier and more involved citizens? Step by step improvements that sort, organize
and curate the necessary content presented with a voice of accuracy, honesty and reason. These are the broad strokes:
1. Be direct. Strong headlines, bold photography, straightforward organization. Out of the tidal wave of daily news stories, the job
of the Times is to let the reader know what is important. A cleanly designed visual hierarchy is crucial. This also makes a
statement on the LA Times brand and the voice it puts out to the world. The Times needs to take a bold step forward in how it
views itself. Keep news stories brief and to the point. Report smaller updates more often by adding detail to a larger story. If a
simple chart or graphic can communicate more rapidly and effectively, use it. Assume the reader turned to the Times for greater
detail after hearing about the issue from elsewhere and shift basic summary details to an overview story or sidebar. Let the
journalist cut straight to providing deeper insight. Elevate the discussion and maintain objectivity but don’t hesitate to call a
spade a spade. The reader is relying on the Times.
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2. Be clear. Help the user make sense of ongoing stories. With too little time to read every piece on major subjects (such as H1N1
flu), the LA Times should provide a ‘clearing house’ of the top reporting. If FiveThirtyEight.com provides a more in-depth
analysis of a new poll or political race than the Times can or should create, tell the reader why it is important and link to it. The
reader will use the LA Times as their starting point because it finds the best reporting available - regardless of who wrote it. The
design of this functionality must make the relationship between interconnecting stories clear so it forms a cohesive whole and
the reader gains a more useful understanding of the entire subject.
3. Be not a hassle. Reduce the clutter, eliminate frustration and provide more efficient access to news. Make it easy for users to
see the top stories in any topic from any page. Reduce but broaden topic sections to be more expansive which reveals more
stories of possible interest to the reader. Produce the best experience for accessing Times content on iPhone and mobile
devices. Make it easy to share and interact with. Make it available wherever the reader needs it. Make using the Times a joy.
Taking this stance may force changes to writing styles which were subject to physical requirements of the printed page: Word
limits. Inverted pyramid writing. Black and white newsprint. Many journalists lament the loss of newspaper traditions in the ADD
culture in which we live. That it makes all news superficial. This proposal does not want to decrease the depth at all - in fact
increasing it is the goal. What should be stripped away is the fat and let the user to get straight to the meat. Both the content and
the design need to be strong, organized and out of the way.
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A revitalized approach to the LATimes.com front page
After outlining what approach to take, we must now see where the current Times site falls short and what can be done to take it in
the right direction. Note: While the proposed design is a fairly polished first draft, it does not take into account any internal data
about site traffic, feature popularity or partnerships which would be considered and addressed in revised designs before roll out.

1. Masthead. This area is not working hard enough. Too much space is given for branding. Search, while important, should not be
placed as if it were the primary navigation tool. Too many small links which are of secondary importance and get overlooked.
2. Navigation. Far too many categories - many of which either overlap or are redundant (entertainment, the guide, company town,
the envelope, showtimes). The list is so long that it is hard to find what you are looking for and decipher the section names
(Data Desk? Brand X?). The small ad is too tiny to be of benefit to the reader or the advertiser.
3. Content Area. The largest image is far too small and does not tie to the largest headline. Too many uncategorized headline-only
links provide no sense of topic (sports, business) or region (Los Angeles, Nation). This leaves the reader without any sense of
organization or orientation to a particular headline. Too many small boxes without a unifying organizational scheme.
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An alternate approach handles these issues and adds functionality in a bold modern design that reflects the papers’ print heritage.
1. Masthead. The Masthead has been tightened up; non-vital links have been moved out. New functionality has been added to
access any of the day’s three editions and the full historic archive (see the innovation section below for more information).
2. Navigation. The Navigation bar is now combined with a content area. The reader can get the top 3 stories in each of the major
topics (which can be customized by the user) by mousing over the topic headers. Broader categories are now used and
clicking the topic’s name will take you to the topic main page.
3. Content Area. The lead story now features a much larger photo and headline. Links to other media outlets are used to give
extra depth. The next most important two stories fall below. This provides an instantly recognizable hierarchy.
4. The Big Story. Gather all the best reporting on a topic into a single place. Summarize the issue, evaluate and link to debate on
the subject and provide opinion for perspective. This is a living area that must be kept current during the life of a major story.
5. Features. Long-form articles need more punch to get readers to invest the time in them. Big photos and abstracts give a sense
of the article and encourage the reader to be drawn in.
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Make journalism better
Focus solely on areas of expertise where you hold a competitive advantage
The LA Times, like most papers, appears to be trying to do everything adequately. In an age of near-infinite competitors, adequacy
is no longer sufficient. It is far better to focus on a few areas of strength or opportunity, fortify them so they are the best in the
world, and then make sure you are the go-to resource in these areas. For the LA Times these areas are as follows:
1. Hollywood. There should be no other source that covers the entertainment industry as well or as broadly as the LA Times. It is
an industry large enough to support two trades, countless websites and much gossip. While this may put the Times into some
competition with the trades, it shouldn’t need to directly overlap the content of these publications as they cover fairly minute
details of the comings and goings of the entertainment industry on a daily basis. The Times approach should be for a
somewhat broader audience. To cover only medium-to-large news stories and deals with a voice that is more grounded than
the lingo-heavy trades. The goal is to cover the industry thoroughly enough for non-core industry players, enthusiasts and,
when a major story breaks, the national audience.
2. Los Angeles Metro. When news breaks in LA and the nation turns its gaze, the LA Times must stand above any other news
organization with top-tier coverage. As the second most populous metro area in the nation and the third largest city by GDP in
the world, Los Angeles has enough news to keep a large pressroom working full-time. This is where the bulk of the investigative
journalism should be happening at the Times. Routing out corruption, debating the efficacy of city plans, revealing corporate
wrongdoing and promoting strong ideas for improving Los Angeles. Fulfilling its duty as the Fourth Estate.
3. Local. With so many distinct neighborhoods, events and culture in LA, the Times should be the most in-depth guide on what
not to miss. Readers should expect neighborhood-level stories and alerts about social events, construction, crime,
entertainment, education and more. You should be able to find buy links for all current and upcoming events. When in-demand
tickets go on sale, the Times should let you know. The Times should make the reader feel like a more involved Angeleno.
4. LA-specific opinion on national/global news. When the focus turns to news outside the southland, the Times cannot simply
report it. This puts it in direct competition with every other news source and blogger. Link to the best reporting and then offer
opinion that addresses the needs and concerns of Angelenos or analysis from Los Angeles-based experts.
Each of these areas will require different types of journalists. Covering Hollywood will require experienced industry insiders, LA
Metro will require irrepressible newshounds to connect the dots and build the stories, local happenings will require involved citizen
journalists and opinion on national events will require a stable of top voices in their fields of expertise.
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Beyond these areas of focus, link to the world’s best content. It will be the job of Times’ editors to curate all the top content for its
readers. To put the story together from the many pieces that other agencies and writers produce. Expect that these links will be
returned in areas where the Times excels and contributes to the dialog. In whole, a new global journalism apparatus will form.

Create a corporate culture of ongoing innovation
Newspapers have changed little in the last 50 years. Color printing is likely the biggest reader-facing innovation in recent memory.
With the move to the internet as a publishing mechanism, the ability to improve ways of reporting is only limited by the imagination
and the capabilities of ever-improving web browsers. To think that LATimes.com will function the same way in 10 years as it does
now is foolish. A culture of innovation needs to be a part of the Times. Three or four times a year the Times should be rolling out
significant new functionality to its website which improves the experience for the reader. There should also be technological
standards which provide for more open access to content. Some of the possibilities:
1. Embedding content. Much as video from sites such as YouTube and Hulu can be embedded on any site with a brief snippet of
code and carry along any associated metadata, advertising units and analytics tracking, the Times (in coordination with other
major news agencies) should craft a specification and technical implementation of this how this should be accomplished with
news articles. This functionality would create a standard for referencing content from another provider. Properly linking to the
original source material, linking to author information, supplying logos and headshots, embedding ad units, etc. would all be
defined and consistently implemented. This would not stop aggregators from simply copying and pasting articles into their site,
nor should it try. Instead, if a simple and consistent mechanism can be developed and adopted by the majority of news sites,
this will become a quid pro quo as these sites link to each other’s work. This would allows sites that embed articles to run ads
around them and profit as a content aggregator but also allow the original reporting to be branded and monetized as well regardless of where it appears.
2. Editions, archives and change logs. A side-effect of the instant nature of the internet is that news is published continuously. This
is overwhelming to the reader and makes them feel they have to check back every few minutes lest they miss something. The
Times needs to establish an online publishing schedule - perhaps three times per day. so readers understand how old the news
is and when to check back for updates. With printed newspapers, we understood that each day’s paper was all we needed to
know until tomorrow. We need to add this type of structure to online publishing.
The online paper also needs an archive which can display the top stories as published from any date selected. More than just a
search, the archive could tell you if an important story was the front page headline or the sixth story in the politics section. This
will allow for more effective research and investigation using digital tools.
Changes, edits and corrections made to stories after publishing should be tracked and made available to the reader. This will
ensure transparency in the system and limit the ability to influence the the free press or whitewash history. Ones of the benefits
to a printed edition is that is it an unchanging artifact of the time when it was printed. This value should not be lost in the move
to the instant nature of digital distribution. Since digital products have no memory, we have to work specifically to add it as a
service and obligation to future generations.

Business models for the future of the LA Times and its readers
This is certainly the most speculative area of this proposal. No one has cracked this problem on a large scale. Several newspapers
have folded after being unable to determine a way to earn sufficient income to maintain operations. It is becoming more and more
likely that several revenue generators will be necessary to provide a sustainable income. The following are what I believe to be the
most likely revenue models that, in combination, could fund operations. First we will start with the three largest opportunities for
revenue which also represent a significant break from how revenue has been generated thus far. After that, we will discuss several
smaller income models which would likely represent a smaller investment in time and resources.
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The large scale business model possibilities:
1. Sponsorship. While at first blush sponsorship appears to simply be advertising renamed, it is actually an effort to reduce the proliferation of ad units while increasing
awareness for the advertiser. For an entire day, a sponsor will have a monopoly on
LATimes.com promotional spaces (meaning that no other advertisers will appear on the
site). Two sponsor spaces should be provided on each page (one at top, one at
bottom). This reduction in advertising supply and corresponding increase in message
penetration will allow the Times to price sponsorships at a higher level than banner ads.
Tests should also be done with variations on the model: sponsorship of an entire user
visit, sponsorship of an entire site section, etc. Pricing will be determined based on
impressions and not on a user action.
Initially advertisers may balk at the impression model combined with a higher than
market level price point. However, I believe that we are on the leading edge of a trend. A
trend for publishers to reduce their ad inventory to create a more professional
appearance for sites, a larger share of voice for advertisers and a more pleasant
experience for site visitors. In time this will revert the online advertising model from being
measured by user actions and a mountain of metrics back to a more simple model about pushing broad brand or product
awareness. This will put less pressure on advertisers while also creating a more favorable attitude toward them.
2. Business insight. By tracking the content, frequency and response to stories on a given subject combined with the website
analytics providing standardized metrics for public interest, a vast amount of usable trend data could be analyzed and sold to
the advertising, business, political industries. Quarterly reports should be sold which feature accurate, reliable, useful data on
changing attitudes and desires in the marketplace. Custom analysis or consulting services could be sold at a higher premium.
3. Consumer products. The Times is uniquely positioned to sell products related to what happens in Los Angeles. With reporters
and photographers covering the entire city for the Times, this extensive amount of material could be turned into great products.
Coffee table books with insider pictures from the red carpets at movie premieres or the Oscars with a new edition put out every
year, calendars and art prints featuring scenic photography of the area, books detailing the year in news for Los Angeles, etc.
These products should carry a fairly high price and also be marketed as supporting the daily news efforts of the Times.
The next three models would all produce smaller revenue but require less investment in time and expense.
4. Advertising circulars. The Sunday LA Times features a large section of advertising circulars. In fact, this is one of the benefits
that people find in buying the Sunday edition. While these circulars are available online for those that seek them out, they are
awkward to use and are not representative of their printed counterparts. The Times needs to rebuild its Coupons and Ads
section to create an effective interface to browse ads which will also allow the Times to charge to place online circulars.
5. Subscriptions. Asking users to pay for content and locking out those who don’t subscribe is a doomed model. However,
providing content for free to all while also asking users to pay what they want (with a price floor of maybe $15/year) may work.
Ask those that can afford to pay more to do so. Use a bit of guilt marketing to compel readers to pay for their use. This variable
pricing model would allow readers to pay what they feel is appropriate for what they receive. Additionally, some minor
customization features and the removal of advertising would be limited to subscribers.
6. Ads for aggregators. An additional ad unit will be used in the embedded story functionality described above in the technology
section. This small ad will only appear when an LA Times story is embedded on a blog or aggregator’s site. While this may
significantly boost page views, the is idea is new and untested. It is unclear how much revenue would be generated in this way.
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Conclusions
We will always need journalism
The challenges in this proposal are how to take a dying journalism product from the physical world and turn it into thriving
journalism product in the digital world. That is the main reason papers have had such little success. The are trying to produce
online newspapers instead of mastering the new medium and crafting journalism for it.
But that means there is hope. We just have to find the right mix of product improvements, refinements to journalistic practices for
these new rules and how to monetize the content - or more accurately, how to build business models around abundant free news.
Traditional news organizations carry with them journalistic ethics, rigorous standards and profound insight into how journalism
serves the people by providing the checks and balances of the free press. Now is not the time to abandon this legacy. It is time for
us to use this experience to dodge the pitfalls that are undoubtedly in the road ahead. I encourage anyone working within the
newspaper industry to push their managers for changes like these so newspapers can lead once again.
The newspaper is dead. Long live the newspaper!

About Matt Maggard
Matt is an online strategy consultant with more than a decade in the industry. He has worked for brands such as MGM Studios,
Nestle, Wet Seal and Animal Planet through internal web groups, interactive agencies and direct consulting. He has had a hand in
every role in the industry including design, development, information architecture and project management and uses these skills to
build effective online strategy. Matt calls the Los Angeles area home. Learn more at mattmaggard.com

About this open proposal
This is the first of what I consider an Open Proposal. While I don’t believe I am the first to think of this idea, I didn’t find anything
else out there as elaborate, strategic or long-term. Maybe that says something about the wisdom of publishing a 6000 word
proposal and original site design free to the world. However, I believe that I need to take my own advice regarding the digital
marketplace. There is an abundance of easily reproduced ideas. By giving away my ideas freely, letting them be judged and
allowing them to represent my style of consulting, I believe this will work as the best marketing for my real-world time and
expertise. I encourage others to post their ideas and together we’ll create a marketplace for the exchange of top strategic thought.
Additionally, if the LA Times or any other paper sees value in this proposal, contact me and we can get to work saving the industry.
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